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Registration form to SeRMN

Formulario de alta (en castellano) | Formulari d'alta (en català)

If you are a member of the Parc de Recerca de la UAB (PRUAB) and you want to register as user of
the SeRMN (NMR service) to be allowed to use our spectrometers in self-service mode 1), fill
the form below and submit your data.

Upon verifying your data and obtaining the approval of your supervisor (head of your research
group/department/company), we will contact you with instructions on how to complete the
registration process and to attend the mandatory training session.

Fields labeled with a star (*) are required.

First name *  Last name *  E-mail address *  Phone * 

PERSONAL DATA

Company *  Address *  .  .. 
COMPANY DATA

Full name *  e-mail address * 
SUPERVISOR 

The questions below are related to your past training and expertise in the field of nuclear magnetic
resonance.

Training level on nmr *   List of courses attended: (optional)  Expertise level on nmr * None ▼ None ▼

Briefly describe your research subject: (optional)

PREVIOUS TRAINING AND EXPERTISE ON NMR 

The operation of the Servei de Ressonància Magnètica Nuclear (SeRMN) is regulated by the SeRMN
General Rules (Reglament del SeRMN), the SeRMN Internal Rules (Normativa de Funcionament del
SeRMN), and by the commands and instructions that the service staff may mandate at any moment
because of operation and/or safety reasons. The entrance to the SeRMN space and the use of SeRMN
equipment implies the acceptance of all these above mentioned operation rules.

I hereby declare to know and accept the SeRMN operation regulations.

ACCEPTANCE OF SeRMN REGULATIONS 

Please fill all the letters into the box to prove you're human.  
 Please keep this field empty: 

Submit your data
1)

this option is only available for PRUAB members
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